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Let a discrete dynamical system generated by a linear invertible operator A in a
Banach space X be given. Suppose that we have a point x # X with its ``past'' trajec-
tory, that is, we know Akx for k negative. Under the assumption that 0 and �
belong to the same component of the resolvent set of A we show that the negative
trajectory of x determines, in some sense, the positive trajectory. � 2000 Academic

Press

Let A be an invertible operator in a Banach space X. Let x # X and
! # X* be arbitrary, where X* denotes the space of linear functionals on X.
Suppose that we are given the values of !(Ak (x)) for k negative. Roughly
speaking we know ! on the ``past'' of x in the discrete dynamical system
generated by A. Is it possible to ``predict'' the future measurments of ! on
Ak (x)? Being more precise, we ask if given another point y # X such that
!(Ak (x))=!(Ak ( y)) for k negative, we obtain that this equality holds also
for positive k.

We show in Example 2 that in general the answer is negative. However,
under the assumption that 0 and � belong to the same component of the
resolvent set of A we can ``predict'' the future of !(Ak (x)) in the sense
described above. We also investtigate the case when A can be embeded into
a uniformely continuous group.

By Z we denote the set of integers. For some basic notations of
functional analysis we refer to [1, 2].

The following Theorem will be crucial in our considerations. It concerns
the case when ! is identicaly zero on the negative trajectory of x.

Theorem 1. Let X be a real or complex Banach space and let A # L(X )
be such that there exists a curve #: [0, 1] � C such that #(0)=0, |#(1)|>
&A& and

_(A) & #([0, 1])=<. (1)
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Let ! # X* be given and let x # X be such that for certain n # Z

!(Akx)=0 for k�n, k # Z.

Then

!(Akx)=0 for k # Z. (2)

Proof. We present the proof in the case when X is a complex space, the
proof for X real follows from complex case by the usual complexification
arguments.

We want to prove (2). Assume the converse. Then

k0 :=sup[k # Z | !(Akx)=0] # Z.

Let y=Ak0x. Then !(Aky)=0 for all k�0, k # Z and

!(Ay){0. (3)

As f is invertible _(A&1)=_(A)&1. Let f: C"_(A)&1 � C be defined by

f (z) :=!((zI&A&1)&1 y) for z # C"_(A)&1.

Then clearly f is a holomorphic function. Thus by the von Neumann
formula we have

f (z)=!((zI&A&1)&1 y)=! \ :
�

i=0

1
zi+1 A&iy+

= :
�

i=0

1
zi+1 !(A&iy)=0 (4)

for z # C, |z|>&A&1&.
Since #(0)=0 and |#(1)|>&A&, there exists h>0 such that #(t){0

for t # [h, 1] and |#(h)|&1>&A&&1�&A&1&. We define the function
g: [0, 1] � C by the formula

g(t) :={
t
h

#(1)&1, t # [0, h],

#(1+h&t)&1, t # [h, 1].

First let us notice that directly from definition we obtain that g is a
continuous function such that

g(0)=0, | g(1)|=|#(h)|&1>&A&1&. (5)
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Moreover, | g(t)|�|#(1)|&1<&A&&1 for t # [0, h], which implies that
g([0, h]) & _(A&1)=<. On the other hand, g([h, 1])=#([h, 1])&1, so
g([h, 1]) & _(A&1)=(#(h, 1]) & _(A))&1=<. Thus we have obtained that

g([0, 1]) & _(A&1)=<.

This jointly with (5) yields that 0 and g(1) belong to the same connected
component of C"_(A&1). By (4) we obtain that f is identically zero on
some neighbourhood of g(1). As f is a holomorphic function on C"_(A&1)
this implies that f is identically zero on the connected component of
g(1). As 0 belong to the same connected component of C"_(A&1), this
implies in particular that f (0)=0. Therefore !(Ay)= f (0)=0, which
contradicts (3). K

It seems natural to ask if the assumption in Theorem 1 that 0 and �
belong to the same connected component of C"_(A) can be weakened. It
is well known that in the case of complex Banach spaces this assumption
implies in particular that A has a logarithm, or in other words there exists
a uniformely continuous semigroup T such that Ak=T(k). We show in the
following example that if A does not satisfy condition (1) then the assertion
of Theorem 1 may fail to hold for A which can be embeded into a uniformely
continuous semigroup. The construction also proves that given a convergent
sequence of operators satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 1 their limit
does not have to satisfy the assertion of Theorem 1.

Example 2. Let l 2 denote the Hilbert space of complex valued double
infinite sequences [xk]k # Z with the usual norm &x&2=��

i=&� x2
i . Let S

denote the right shift operator on l 2, that is,

S(x) i=xi&1 (6)

for x=(..., x&1 , x0 , x1 , ...) # l 2, where the subscript i next to S(x) denotes
the i th coordinate of the point S(x) in l 2.

We put A:=e:S. Then obviously A: can be embeded into a uniformely
continuous semigroup T by the formula T(t)=et:S.

Let us first notice that for : # (&�, ?) the operator A: satisfies the
assumptions of Theorem 1. We know that &S&=1 which implies that
_(S)/[z # C | |z|�1]. By the Spectral Theorem _(A:)=e:_(S). However,
we know that |a+ib|�:<? for every a+bi # _(S), which yields that
|b|<?, and therefore

cos(b)+i sin(b) � R& .
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However, ea+ib=ea(cos(b)+i sin(b)), which by the previous inequality
implies that

_(A:) & R&=e:_(S) & R&=<.

This means clearly that 0 and � belong to the same connected component
of C"_(A).

Now let us investigate the case :=?. We will show that there exists a
nonzero point y # l 2 and ! # (l 2)* such that !( y){0 and

!(Ak
? y)=0 for k # Z, k{0.

Let y0=1, yi=0, and let y=[ yi] i # Z # l 2. For x=[xi] i # Z # l 2 we define

!(x)= :
�

i=0

(&1) i ?
2i+1

x2i .

One can easily observe that ! belongs to (l 2)*. Moreover, for k # Z, k�0
we have

!(Sky)={
0 for odd k,

(&1) (1�2) k ?
(1�2) k+1

for even k.

Let w # C"[0] be arbitrarily chosen. Then

!(ew?Sy)=! \ :
�

i=0

(w?) i

i !
S iy+

= :
�

i=0

wi? i

i!
!(S iy)= :

�

i=0

w2i?2i

(2i )!
!(S iy)

= :
�

i=0

(&1) i w2i?2i+1

(2i+1)!
=

1
w

sin(?w).

So for k # Z"[0] we have !(Ak
? y)= 1

k sin(?k)=0. Moreover, by the
continuity of the function ew?S we obtain that

!( y)= lim
w � 0

!(ew?Sy)= lim
w � 0

1
w

sin(?w)=?.

Remark 3. Suppose that T: R � L(X ) is a uniformely continuous
group. As we have seen in the previous example, the discretisation
A=T(1) may not satisfy the assertion of Theorem 1. However, if we take
h small enough so that &I&T(h)&<1, then for the discretisation A=T(h)
of the group T with the step h we have _(A)/[z # C : |z&1|<1]. This
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implies that 0 and � belong to the same component of C"_(A), and
therefore the assumptions, and so the assertion, of Theorem 1 hold.

Now let us suppose that Ak (x) has certain property for negative k. Does
this imply that Ak (x) also has the same property for k positive? In general
the answer is obviously negative. However, if we assume that the set Y of
all points which posses this property is a closed linear subspace of X then
under some assumptions the answer is positive.

Corollary 4 (of Theorem 1). Let X be a Banach space and let
A # L(X ) be such that there exists a curve #: [0, 1] � C such that #(0)=0,
|#(1)|>&A& and

_(A) & #([0, 1])=<.

Let x # X be arbitrary and let Y be a closed linear subspace of X such that
for certain n # Z

Akx # Y for k�n, k # Z. (7)

Then

Akx # Y for k # Z. (8)

Proof. For an indirect proof suppose that (8) does not hold. Then by
the Hahn�Banach Theorem there exists a functional ! # X* such that
!(Alx){0 for certain l # Z and !(Y )=[0]. Then by (7) we get !(Akx)=0
for k�n. We obtain a contradition with Theorem 1. K

An interesting question would be to verify if, under reasonable assump-
tions, the assertion of previous Corollary holds for some different classes of
sets then closed linear subspaces (for example closed convex cones or com-
plex submanifolds). Probably even more delicate, but more important
problem, is to investigate the case of nonlinear dynamical systems.

Corollary 5. Let X1 , X2 be Banach spaces and let A1 # L(X1),
A2 # L(X2) be such that there exists a curve #: [0, 1] � C such that #(0)=0,
|#(1)|>max[&A1&, &A2&] and

(_(A1) _ _(A2)) & #([0, 1])=<.

Let !1 # X 1*, z1 # X1 and !2 # X 2*, z2 # X2 be such that for certain n # Z

!1(Ak
1 z1)=!2(Ak

2 z2) for k�n, k # Z. (9)
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Then

!1(Ak
1 z1)=!(Ak

1 z2) for k # Z.

Proof. We put X=X1_X2 and define A # L(X ), ! # X* by the formula

A(x1 , x2)=(A1x1 , A2 x2),
!(x1 , x2)=!1(x1)&!2(x2),

for (x1 , x2) # X1_X2 .

Then by (9) we obtain that for z=(z1 , z2) # X we have

!(Akz)=0 for k�n, k # Z.

Applying Theorem 1 we obtain that !(Akz)=0 for all k # Z, which yields
by the definition of ! and A the assertion of the corollary. K

Now we assume that both operators A1 , A2 satisfy assumptions of
Theorem 1, but not necessarily (contrary to the previous corollary) with
the same curve #.

Theorem 6. Let X be a Banach spaces and let A1 , A2 # L(X ). We
assume that there exist exist curves #1 , #2 : [0, 1] � C such that #1(0)=
#2(0)=0, |#1(1)|>&A1&, |#2(1)|>&A2& and

_(A1) & #1([0, 1])=<,
(10)

_(A2) & #2([0, 1])=<.

Let z1 , z2 # X be such that for certain n # Z

Ak
1(z1)=Ak

2(z2) for k�n, k # Z.

Then z1=z2 .

Proof. To obtain contradiction let us assume that the assertion does
not hold. Then

k0 :=sup[k # Z | Ak
1 z1=Ak

2 z2] # Z.

We put y=Ak0
1 x1=Ak0

2 x2 . The by the definition of k0 we have

A1y{A2y. (11)

Let

Y1 :=cl span[ y, A&1
1 y, A&2

1 y, ..., A&n
1 y, ...],

Y2 :=cl span[ y, A&1
2 y, A&2

2 y, ..., A&n
2 y, ...].
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Then trivially Y1=Y2 and

A&1
1 | Y1

=A&1
2 | Y2

. (12)

By Corollary 7 we obtain that A1(Y1)=Y1 and A2(Y2)=Y2 . By (12) this
yields that

A1 |Y1
=A2 |Y2

,

and consequently that

A1( y)=A2( y),

which yields contradiction with (11). K

Example 7. By l 2 denote the Hilbert space of complex valued double
infinite sequences [xk]k # Z with the usual norm &x&2=��

i=&� x2
i . Let S

be defined by (6). We define R # L(l 2) by

x0 , i=0,

R(x) i={xi&1 , i # Z"[0, 1],

x&1 , i=1,

for x=[xi]i # Z . One can easily check that both operators S and R are
invertible.

Let y&1=1, y i=0 for i{&1 and let y=[ yi] i # Z . Then

Rk ( y)=S k ( y) for k�0, k # Z,

although Rky{Sky for all k�1.

Remark 8. I would like to mention that all results from the paper can
be formulated in a dual way by reverting the direction of time. In other
words, instead of predicting the future from the knowledge of the past, we
can obtain information about the past from the future. In my opinion this
``type'' of result also has important motivation. The analogue of Theorem
1 would take the form:

Let X be a real or complex Banach space and let A # L(X ) be such that
there exists a curve #: [0, 1] � C such that #(0)=0, |#(1)|>&A& and

_(A) & #([0, 1])=<.

Let ! # X* be given and let x # X be such that for certain n # Z

!(Akx)=0 for k�n, k # Z.
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Then

!(Akx)=0 for k # Z.
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